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Abstract
Deterministic coupling between photonic nodes in a quantum network is an essen-
tial step towards implementing various quantum technologies. The omnidirectionality
of free-standing emitters, however, makes this coupling highly inefficient, in particular
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if the distant nodes are coupled via low numerical aperture (NA) channels such as
optical fibers. This limitation requires placing quantum emitters in nanoantennas that
can direct the photons into the channels with very high efficiency. Moreover, to be able
to scale such technologies to a large number of channels and nodes, the placing of the
emitters should be deterministic. In this work we present a method for placing single
quantum emitters with high spatial accuracy at the center of highly directional bullseye
metal-dielectric nanoantennas. We further employ non-blinking, high quantum yield
quantum dots (QDs) to realize single-photon emission uncompromised by instability
and non-radiative exciton recombination processes. This results in a record-high col-
lection efficiency of 85% of the single photons into a low NA of 0.5, enabling efficient
coupling between the on-chip, room temperature nanoantenna-emitter and a fiber or
a remote free-space node without the need of any additional optics.
The physical realization of the photonic building blocks of future quantum technology and
communication applications relies on the development of highly efficient and reliable quan-
tum emitters at photonic nodes.1–4 Current state of the art sources are solid state emitters
that operate at cryogenic temperatures where the technology is relatively well established.5–9
However there are many obstacles facing the scaling of these deployments and their imple-
mentation at room-temperature where sources face significantly different challenges. Hence,
new approaches are needed to meet the demand for high-efficiency room-temperature sources.
These must also address the need for scalability with precision in fabrication.
One impediment however, is the typical isotropic emission exhibited by quantum emitters
which limits the practical useful brightness that can be collected into the photonic channels,
and thus also limits the deterministic nature of the photon streams. In the past decade
there have been considerable efforts to solve this deficiency by modifying the photonic en-
vironment near the quantum emitter. To achieve this, emitters were embedded in, or near
metallic or dielectric nanostructures. Metallic and plasmonic nanostructures such as metal
nanoparticles (MNPs)10–13 , plasmonic patch antennas14–16 , and circular bullseye plasmonic
nanoantennas17–19 generally have low mode volumes and quality factors enabling emission
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modification over a broadband spectrum. However, these structures also require high spatial
accuracy and typically increase the rate of non-radiative recombination. On the other hand,
dielectric structures, such as microcavities6,7,20–23 and photonic crystals24,25 that feature high
radiative enhancement factors and low-loss, generally come with a limiting narrow frequency
bandwidth, which is usually unsuitable for broadband room-temperature quantum emitters.
Therefore a hybrid metal-dielectric bullseye nanoantenna that combines the advantages
of metallic and dielectric antennas but with fewer drawbacks was recently developed.26–32
In this structure (see Fig 1c) the photon source placed at the center emits into a dielectric
layer that acts as a slab waveguide guiding the light radially outward towards the circular
gratings. The parameters of the antenna are tuned in such a way that in the far-field the
interference between the various diffracted waves occurs only at low angles thus resulting in
a highly directional photon stream. In such a design, the emitter can be located at a large
distance from the metal and still produce high directionality in a broad spectral range.
Nevertheless, it is necessary to center the emitter within the bullseye. To date, this has
typically been accomplished by uncontrolled distribution of emitters into the nanophotonic
structures, which yields a random statistical placement with low probability for single emit-
ters being located at desired locations. Such approaches limit device scaling, and even if
a single emitter is deposited, afford low placement accuracy within the target area. The
latter impacts the quality of the achieved device, e.g., resulting in non-optimal directivity
and limited photon collection into low NA.
Scanning probe techniques have recently been extensively used to place various quantum
emitters into different nanostructures.29,33–37Here, we employ a scanning probe technique
that allows for directly placing quantum emitters into devices. We use a scalable method,
dip-pen nanolithography (DPN), to achieve reliable single-emitter placement. With this
method two requirements can be fulfilled: (1) The accurate targeting of small (<500 nm)
regions in a predefined three-dimensional substrate; and (2) placing one emitter, rather than
multiple, in a desired location, with a significant probability (currently >10%). To fulfill the
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(a) Topographic Map
(c)
(b)
(d)
Probability of Placing a Single QD
Quan�fying Single-QD Placement Success Rate 
Using a Test Array
Total Number of Spots Deposited in Array 20
Total Number of Small Clusters (2-3 QDs: g(2)(0) =0.5-0.8) 3
Total Number of Single QDs (g(2)(0) <0.5) 2
Probability of Placing a Small Cluster 15%
10%
Figure 1: Sketch of hybrid metal-dielectric bullseye structure used in this study and the DPN
placement technique. (a) An AFM scan of the area is conducted (the right panel shows an
actual image of the scanning of an antenna array), then (b) the tip is wetted and a droplet
is placed at the center. After the fabrication process is finalized the resulting structure is
shown in (c). (d) Statistics on placement probabilities. (see supplementary info for a more
detailed description of the fabrication process)
first, the target region is scanned in its entirety with the AFM tip. This provides an image,
effectively a topographical map, of the substrate to guide the writing step (Fig 1a). Then for
placement of a single quantum emitter, in this case a non-blinking CdSe/CdS core/thick-shell
giant QD (gQD), the tip is wetted with a gQD-solvent suspension (ink) and a droplet is placed
in the predetermined location by contacting the AFM tip to the substrate. Several variables
of the DPN process affect the area of the deposition spot and the number of nanocrystals
that are deposited per spot. These include dwell time, ink-substrate interactions, and ink
volume on the tip.33 In order to assess how these variables affect the probability of placing
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Figure 2: (a) Spectrally resolved back focal plane PL image of a final device. The image is
normalized with respect to the spectrum, i.e. each line (wavelength) is normalized to the
max in that line. (b),(c) and (d) show back focal plane images at λ =630, 660, and 690
nm respectively.(e) Simulated collection efficiency at various lateral displacements of the QD
from the center of the bullseye antenna for NA = 0.22, 0.5. (f) Green: collection efficiency of
same device in (a)-(d) spectrally filtered in the spectral range between 660-680 nm. Yellow:
average measured collection efficiency of 9 fabricated single emitter devices, each integrated
over the whole QD PL spectral range. Black: FDTD simulation of a reference QD placed
on a glass slide. (g) Measured collection efficiency for each device for NA= 0.22 (orange
triangles), and 0.5 (blue dots). Solid lines represent mean values and dotted lines are 1
standard deviation from the mean.
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a single gQD, as opposed to QD clusters, on this substrate composition, an array of spots
was ”written” on a flat (featureless) section of the substrate. Out of 20 spots deposited
in a single step , 3 spots contained small clusters (2-3 gQDs) and 2 spots contained single
QDs (as determined by time-gated g(2)(0)38), giving the percentages shown in Fig 1d. By
combining optimal tip bleeding (release of excess ink from the AFM tip and upper regions
of the cantilever prior to writing), short contact times, and a low concentration of QDs in
the carrier solvent, single QDs can currently be placed with a 10% success rate, with small
clusters placed 15% of the time. The detailed procedure is described in the Supplementary
Information.
We found it necessary to modify the surface of the device to prevent the high-boiling ink
solvent from facilitating transport of the placed QD from the surface to the underlying metal
layers. Specifically, initial successful attempts at placing single gQDs into the bullseye an-
tenna were thwarted by rapid photobleaching of the emitters. It was found that the polymer
used to encapsulate the metal bullseye (serving as the ’lower half’ of the dielectric waveguide
layer) was softened by the DPN solvent (dichlorobenzene, DCB), causing the gQDs to sink
through the dielectric layer toward the metal layer over time, which resulted in quenching
of QD emission. This was confirmed in control experiments that compared gQD stability
when deposited from DCB either on polymer-coated metal-on-glass or on polymer-coated
glass. The nanocrystals placed on the polymer overcoating a Ag film quenched over time,
while those placed on the polymer overcoating only glass did not quench (Supplementary
Information Fig.S5). For this reason, we utilized a novel room-temperature pulsed gas-phase
deposition technique process to deposit thin AlOx films
39 onto the devices before conduct-
ing gQD deposition (see Supplementary Information for experimental details). This step
effectively hardened the polymer layer to the DPN solvent, allowing sufficient stability to be
maintained for extracting optical characteristics of the devices.
To characterize the overall performance of the emitter-antenna devices we conducted
a series of directionality tests by imaging PL of the QDs in the different devices at the
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back focal plane of our objective lens (NA=0.9) either on the slit of a spectrometer (with
a CCD at the output) or directly onto a CMOS camera. In the first case the result will
be a hyperspectral image of the back focal plane displaying the spectral dependence of the
angular intensity distribution function which we will denote as S(λ, θ, φ) where λ is the
wavelength and θ and φ are the polar and azimuthal angles respectively. Fig 2a is an image
for S(λ, θ, pi/2) of a typical device, which shows the broadband resonance of the antenna at
between 660-680 nm. Moreover most of the QD emission over the entire 80 nm range shown
in this image is within 10◦ from the normal emphasizing the highly broadband operation of
these antennas. This is highlighted in the spectral sections in Fig 2b (S(630nm, θ, φ)), Fig2c
(S(660nm, θ, φ)), and Fig 2d (S(690nm, θ, φ)).
Having shown the broadband nature of our antenna we move on to analyse the perfor-
mance over the spectrally integrated angular intensity distribution I(θ, φ) =
∫
S(λ, θ, φ)dλ.
By integrating over all angles within a collection cone of a given NA one can calculate the
ratio of photons collected; denoted as the collection efficiency:
η =
∫ 2pi
0 dφ
∫ θNA
0 dθ sin(θ)I(θ, φ)∫ 2pi
0 dφ
∫ pi
2
0 dθ sin(θ)I(θ, φ)
(1)
To demonstrate the reliability of our method we display (Fig. 2f & g) the measured col-
lection efficiency for 9 different emitter-antenna devices (4 of which contained single QDs)
made under identical conditions compared to an emitter in free space. The results show
significant directionality enhancement (more details below) and good reproducibility among
the devices. Furthermore to emphasize the importance of our high precision positioning on
the performance of the devices we compare in Fig. 2e the collection efficiency of our devices
with FDTD simulations40 of an emitter displaced laterally from the center. A significant
degradation of performance is observed for even sub-micron displacements.
Fig. 3 displays the results for an antenna with a single QD placed in the center (Fig.
3a,b shows the spatial images of the device and of the PL distribution). We measure photon
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Figure 3: Results from a single QD coupled to a bullseye nanoantenna.(a) Microscope image
and (b) Spatial PL map of a single photon device. (c) Schematic displaying the time-gated
filtering technique: the black pulses marks the laser excitation pulses, and the red and
green lines mark the statistical temporal distribution of the bi-exciton and exciton emission
respectively. Counts from t = 0 to t = TF are post-rejected after the measurement (see
supplementary infor for more details on the measurement scheme). (d) g(2)(τ) for three
values of TF= 0,45, and 90 ns. (e) Brightness, and g
(2)
0 as a function of the time-gate delay
(TF ) for a collection NA of 0.9 (solid lines) and 0.5 (dashed lines) compared to a similar QD
placed on glass (black lines). (f) Brightness as a function of single photon purity. The inset
represents the enhancement of the rate of a QD in our device compared to a similar QD on
glass for an NA = 0.5 and 0.9.
brightness levels of up to 0.76 photons/pulse. This corresponds to a photon rate of 380 kHz
(330 kHz) at an optical pump rate of 500 kHz or a maximal photon rate of ∼ 11.5 MHz
(10.1 MHz) at the CW limit for a collection NA of 0.9 (0.5). Accordingly the bi-exciton
and exciton quantum yields are 21% and 55% respectively (see Supplementary Information).
With no temporal filtering the value of g(2)(0) = 0.68. This high value of g(2)(0) is a
result of the measurements being mainly done near saturation where both biexciton and
plasmonic emission play a role (see Supplementary Information form more details). Using
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the time-filtered gating technique38,41,42 we confirm that the emitter is indeed a single QD by
measuring the second order coherence starting from various times (TF ) after the excitation
pulse. This helps in differentiating between the emission of bi-excitons (which have shorter
lifetime) and the emission of multiple QDs.38 Using this technique the value of g(2)(0) quickly
drops below 0.5 after only 2 ns of temporal filtering and continues falling as TF increases
resulting in high single photon purity for larger filtering times reaching g(2)(0) < 0.01 with
0.12 photons per pulse at TF = 90 ns . Although this increase in single photon purity comes
at the cost of brightness, one might tune this brightness-purity trade-off to optimize the
specific application of interest (Fig.3f). Furthermore we recently proposed a new heralded
scheme to overcome this limitation42 where we propose two methods(in addition to the time
gated method used here) which utilize the difference in lifetime between the biexciton and
exciton states and/or the cascaded nature of the emission to separate the resulting two
photon emission in time. Critically we have shown that the use of these methods lead to
better efficiencies depending on the original biexciton and exciton quantum efficiencies.
Despite this tradeoff (which is characteristic of most room-temperature sources) we em-
phasize that the benefit of our device over a similar QD on glass is maintained. To show
this we compare in Fig. 3e,f between the rate of a QD in our device and on glass. We also
display this enhancement of the rate for different g(2)(0) in the inset of Fig. 3f where a factor
of 10 improvement in rate is displayed over a QD on glass even for the highest single photon
purities.
The reasons behind this high relative photon fluxes even for low NAs can be determined
by inspecting the back focal plane image from such a device. As can be seen in Fig. 4a,b, the
emission displays strong directional behaviour as most of the emission is to low angles. This
results in very high collection efficiencies into low NA (Fig. 4c). We compare our results to
detailed FDTD simulations40 taking into account the broadband nature and random dipole
orientation of the QDs and find good agreement between simulation and experiments, as
is shown in Fig. 4c (for more details on the simulations refer to28). Furthermore, we also
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Figure 4: Results from a single QD coupled to a bullseye nanoantenna. (a) and (b) Back
focal plane image of single photon device. (c) Collection efficiency of device compared to
simulation measurements and various state-of-the-art platforms: Micropillar cavities;5,43,44
Tapered Nanowire;45 Photonic crystal cavities;46 Bullseye nanoantenna.26,31,32
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present in Fig. 4c a comparison with other state-of-the-art emitter-antenna platforms, in-
cluding low temperature platforms. It is clear that the collection efficiencies measured in our
devices are superior compared to various other platforms such as micropillar cavities;5,43,44
tapered nanowires;45 photonic crystal cavities;46 and bullseye antennas.31,32 Notably, most of
these devices operate at cryogenic temperatures with cryogenic sources, where the emission
lines are all much narrower. In contrast our sources (and most room-temperature sources)
have a much broader spectrum (30-40 nm FWHM in our case see the supplementary informa-
tion). Despite this, the design of our structure enables us to collect the photons efficiently
throughout this spectral range (see Fig. 2 a-e). This is a key achievement for all room
temperature sources.
While most of the platforms shown in Fig. 4c are focused on higher NAs, our devices
are especially suited for collection into lower NAs such as is needed for direct coupling into
optical fibers or for free space transmission to remote nodes. For example the number of
collected photons into an NA of 0.12 (0.22), corresponding to the NA of a single (multi)
mode fiber, is enhanced by a factor of 6 (5) compared to an emitter in free space. This is
also highlighted in Fig. 3a in the small difference in the collected brightness into an NA of
0.5 and 0.9.
We also compare our current work with a previous work from our group on bullseye
nanoantennas.26 While in the previous work a maximum of 37% collection efficiency was
achieved at an NA of 0.65, in our current work we display a 90% collection efficiency into
the same NA. This significant improvement was achieved due to multiple improvements
including: (a) detailed optimization of the structure based on 3D FDTD simulations;28 (b)
a new template stripping method used for the fabrication on the metal part of the antennas,
yielding a much higher quality antennas (see supplementary information); (c) the novel
placement method described above yielding a much better emitter positioning; and (d) a
higher signal to noise ratio and better loss estimation methods due to the combined use of
brighter and non-blinking QDs47,48 and a higher NA objective.
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In summary we have put forward a method for placing single QDs onto predefined sub-
strates with high spatial accuracy. By using this method with metal-dielectric hybrid bullseye
antennas we were able to reproducibly show record-high directionalities of single photons at
room temperature compared to other state-of-the-art platforms, with collection efficiencies
exceeding 80% for NA=0.5 and brightness levels up to 0.76 photons/pulse, and high single
photon purities using temporal post-selection. This approach is promising for both fiber-
based and free space quantum communication applications.
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